
From Fr. Tom Butler’s Homily Library 

Holding People in Contempt 

 

     In today’s gospel Jesus is giving us a real eye opener. He tells us that if any of you 

hold people in contempt, you are risking the very fires of hell itself. That is something 

we just don’t want to fool around with.  

     Well, what is this ‘contempt’ Jesus is talking about? It is one of those very subtle 

temptations. We are guilty of contempt when we look down our nose at people and 

think they are mere trash. You know, they are like garbage that is discarded on the 

ground that no one wants to step on. So, everyone wants to step around or step over it. 

It is the feeling that says, “I am better than you. I am holier than thou!” It is an attitude 

that can creep into the personalities of even the nicest and most religious of people. And 

what is really bad about this matter is that these people may not be aware of its 

presence in themselves. Still they are first to admit it is very noticeable in other people. 

     The big question is: is contempt in you? Is it in me? Today Jesus wants us to take a 

good look at ourselves. Perhaps the very best way of recognizing its presence in 

ourselves is when we feel we are indeed blessed and feel we are worthy of all blessings. 

We should ask ourselves if we pity all those unfortunate people who are not as blessed 

as we are? And, at the same time, do we think they just do not deserve any blessings? 

     Do you know there are religious people who have little or no concern for the victims 

of AIDS? They just say, “Well, they brought it on themselves. They deserve it! And the 

world would be better off without them.” Now, that is CONTEMPT. There are others 

who have little or no concern for homeless people. They say, “If they weren’t so lazy, 

they would go out and get a job and be able to afford a home.” They ignore them! They 

look down upon them. And that IS contempt! 

     This morning Jesus warns us that to scorn anyone…to look down on others as 

inferior or undeserving of our love and respect… is very dangerous activity on our part. 

Holding anyone in contempt is risking the fires of hell. 

     That is not just my idea. NO, they are the words of God Himself, and we should take 

them all to heart. 

 

*Inspired by Matthew 5:20-26 


